


•  Details on the new account structure and 

 what’s changing 

•  How listings will be transferred from your  current to 

your new account

•  Tips for preparing your account for the upgrade 

•  Account upgrade FAQs

Get ready for your account upgrade

The following provides you with the important 

information you need to prepare for your upgrade 

to the new Sponsored Search, including:
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Keywords still serve as your foundation.
The keywords that describe your business can 

remain the same. These are still the connecting 

point between you and customers who are 

searching online.

Individual titles and descriptions will apply 
to multiple keywords.
Titles, descriptions and URLs—which are called 

“ads” in the new Sponsored Search—may apply 

to more than one keyword. This should cut down 

on the time you have to spend generating 

advertising messages.

Keywords and ads will be organized 
into ad groups.
Ad groups can contain up to 1,000 keywords, 

along with up to 20 ads (titles, descriptions and 

URLs) that apply to those keywords. This will allow 

you to test multiple ads to find the message that 

works best with prospective customers.

One or more ad groups will make 
up a campaign.
Campaigns may contain up to 1,000 ad groups. 

New features enable you to set up geo-targeting, 

scheduling and budgeting at the campaign level. 

This should give you more control and help 

ensure that your campaigns are working as 

efficiently as possible.

Your account will be comprised of 
all your campaigns.
Your campaigns will make up your new 

Sponsored Search account. Your account will still 

apply to one market only (i.e. the United States).1 

To advertise in more than one market, you will 

need to have multiple accounts. Each account 

may contain up to 20 campaigns. 

Details on the new account structure 
and what’s changing

NEW

1. Also includes English-speaking Canada.
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NEW

NEW

NEW



CATEGORY CAMPAIGN 1

AD GROUP 2

Ad
(Title, Description

and URL)

Your current listings will be transferred to the

new account structure as follows:

How your listings will be transferred from 
your current to your new account 

The way in which your ads are displayed in search results will 

remain the same even though your account structure and 

the way you manage your ads will change.

CURRENT SPONSORED SEARCH ACCOUNT NEW SPONSORED SEARCH ACCOUNT

Keyword 1
Bid 1

Keyword 2
Bid 2

1. Campaigns are not limited to one ad group. Campaigns may include up to 1,000 ad groups.

2. Illustration assumes title, description and URL are the same for both listings. Keywords with different titles, 

descriptions and/or URLs are not transferred into the same ad group.
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Keyword 1
Bid 1

Title, Description,
URL

Keyword 2
Bid 2

Title, Description,
URL







FAQs on the upgrade to the 
new Sponsored Search

When will I be notified of my upgrade date?
You will receive your upgrade date via email at least two 

weeks in advance of the upgrade date.

I’m concerned about the way my listings will be 
transferred to the new system. Can you show me 
what my account will look like before I upgrade?
Yes. Before upgrading to the new Sponsored Search, you 

will be able to access a read-only preview of your account. 

This preview will help you understand how your listings will 

be transferred to the new account structure, and help you 

familiarize yourself with the new features and layout.

Do I need to do anything prior to the upgrade?
Although there isn’t anything you must do yourself, there are 

two things that we suggest you do in your account to help 

ensure that the transfer of your ads goes smoothly:

1. Use categories to organize your keywords. 

Categories allow you to take keywords that are similar in 

some way and group them together. Each category in your 

current account will appear as a campaign within your 

upgraded account. Using categories now will help ensure 

that your new account is organized the way you’d like it to 

be right from the start. 
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Tip: Create categories for all keywords related to a particular 

product or product line, or group all of the keywords that 

you manage most closely into one category to access them 

quickly.

2. Write templated titles and descriptions. 

Instead of having “listings,” as you do today, your new 

account will have “ads,” (comprised of a title, description 

and URL) that will apply to more than one keyword. 

This will cut down on the time you have to spend generating 

and managing advertising messages. We recommend that 

you write templated titles and descriptions now to ensure 

that the right message is displayed to your customers once 

your account is upgraded. For best results, write your title 

and description in such a way that your keyword can be 

inserted into it.

Tip: Titles and descriptions should be short and highly 

relevant to all of the keywords in your category. Titles should 

be no more than 40 characters and short descriptions 

should be no more than 70 characters. Short descriptions 

will be used if present, or we will continue to truncate your 

long descriptions.



What should I do once the preview of my new 
account is available?
We highly recommend that you thoroughly review your 

account preview to familiarize yourself with the new 

structure and features. Once you are ready, we encourage 

you to press the “Upgrade Now” button to begin taking 

advantage of the new Sponsored Search.

What is the advantage of proactively 
upgrading my account?
By choosing to initiate the upgrade process yourself, you are 

in control of when your account upgrades. Choose the time 

that is most convenient for you and your business; for 

example, at the end of the workday or overnight. Because 

the upgrade process takes up to eight hours to complete, 

doing it at the end of the day will minimize any disruption to 

your account management. Additionally, by proactively 

upgrading your account, you can take advantage of the 

great new features right away.

What will happen if I do not upgrade 
my account myself?
If you do not choose to proactively upgrade your account 

yourself, your account will be automatically upgraded for 

you on your upgrade date.

FAQs on the upgrade to the 
new Sponsored Search
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How long will it take to upgrade my account?
It may take up to eight hours for our systems to complete 

your upgrade. Please note that no action is necessary on your 

part during this time.

What will happen to my ads while my account is 
being upgraded?
Your ads will continue to be displayed on Yahoo! and our 

partner sites during your upgrade, but you will not be able 

to make any changes to the ads or bids within your account 

during this time.

After the upgrade, will my ads look different in 
search results?
No, they will look just as they did prior to the upgrade.

What happens after my account is upgraded?
Here are some key changes to be aware of before upgrading 

your account: 

• Your account will have an entirely new look, as well as 

 new features that can help make your advertising even 

 more effective.  

•  The login page for your account will have a new URL,  

 which will be provided to you in advance of the 

 upgrade date. 



•  Your new account will also begin to accumulate a new 

 data history for reporting purposes. 

•  To access reporting data for your account prior to the    

 upgrade, log into your current account. You’ll be able to 

 access data for the 13 months prior to the upgrade. 

•  Your ads will continue to run as they do today, until 

 you make changes or create new ads. 

What should I do when my upgrade 
is complete?

•  Log into your new account to familiarize yourself 

 with your new account organization and reorganize 

 if necessary. 

•  Verify all of your Sponsored Search and Content  

 Match bids to see if you need to make any changes.

•  Try out the new features that may help you achieve 

 better results from your search marketing account, 

 such as geo-targeting, ad testing, insert keyword 

 function and more.

How do I log into my new account?
You can access your new account from the Upgrade Center 

(newsponsoredsearch.yahoo.com). The URL for the new 

login page will also be provided to you in advance via email. 

You will log in with your current username and password. If 

you have recently changed your password in the current 

system, it will not update in the new system.

FAQs on the upgrade to the 
new Sponsored Search
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What is the difference between an 
ad group and a campaign?
An ad group contains your ads (titles, descriptions and 

URLs) and targeting criteria (keywords and geography). You 

may set one bid for your entire ad group, or use individual 

keyword bids. A campaign is a combination of one or more 

ad groups that share the same budget, schedule and 

geo-targeting criteria, usually created to achieve a particular 

marketing goal.

At what levels will I be able to bid once my 
account is upgraded?
When you create an ad group, you will be prompted to set 

a bid for the entire ad group. If you wish to manage your 

keywords more closely, you can set separate bids at the 

keyword level. While you should manage your bids at the ad 

group level, you may set separate bids at the keyword level 

to manage your keywords more closely.

What happens to my keyword bids when my listings 
are transferred to the new system?
Your keyword bid amounts remain the same. You will also 

see an ad group-level bid based on all keywords in that ad 

group. Your bidding will remain at the keyword level unless 

you change it to the ad group level.



If you’d like to know more about the new Sponsored Search,

please visit newsponsoredsearch.yahoo.com or contact us 

at 1-866-YAHOO-98 or feedback-ysm@yahoo-inc.com.

Make sure all of your contact information is up-to-date, 

so that you receive all important communications.

Be on the lookout for an email with your individual 

upgrade date.

Download your current listings for future reference.

Categorize your ads in your current account so that 

they can easily be transitioned to campaigns in the new 

account structure.

Do not change your password. This will ensure that it 

stays the same for your new account.

Check the editorial status page for any pending listings 

you may need to resubmit.

Visit the Upgrade Center regularly at 

newsponsoredsearch.yahoo.com for the all the  

latest information.

Before your account is upgraded:FAQs on the upgrade to the 
new Sponsored Search

Will all of my account information be transferred?
All of your listings will be transferred to the new Sponsored 

Search with the exception of ads that have not received 

impressions over the last thirteen months, or clicks during 

the last seventeen months. In addition, pending listings do 

not transfer to your new account so you would need to

resubmit those listings after the upgrade. 

Where can I go to get more information about the 
upgrade and the new Sponsored Search?
Please visit the Upgrade Center at 

newsponsoredsearch.yahoo.com for complete and 

up-to-date information regarding the new Sponsored 

Search. Here you will find links to an extensive Help Center, 

tutorials, our new blog, and much more. 




